EMOTIONS AROUND THE WORLD
Learn how your favorite emotions translate in other countries!

MEXICO
Alegria
Tristeza
Furia
Temor
Desagrado

BRAZIL
Alegria
Tristeza
Raiva
Medo
Nojinho

GERMANY
Freude
Kummer
Wut
Angst
Ekel

FRANCE
La joie
La tristesse
La colère
La peur
La dégoût

SOUTH KOREA
기쁨 (Gui-Poom)
슬픔 (Sul-Poom)
분노 (Boon-No)
불안 (Bool-An)
혐오 (Hyum-Oh)

JAPAN
ヨロコビ (Yo-Ro-Ko-Bi)
カナシミ (Ka-Na-Shi-Mi)
イカリ (Eh-Ka-Ri)
ピピリ (Bi-Bi-Ri)
ムカムカ (Mu-Ka-Mu-Ka)

There is a French expression — “Une journée riche en émotions” — meaning “the day will be full of emotions.”

As shown in ムカムカ (Mu-Ka-Mu-Ka) for Disgust, the same word(s) can be repeated to strengthen its meaning, to pluralize, or to express repetition and continuation of action.

ENGLISH-SPEAKING COUNTRIES:
Joy
Sadness
Anger
Fear
Disgust
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